2022 HIGHLIGHTS

New Story of Us online themes: Hanna Ranch and Esther Geoffrey

State Historical Fund kicked off the CSPM’s Exhibition Expansion Campaign

Archival donations last year

Lighting the Clock Tower in partnership with the City of Colorado Springs to show our community’s solidarity with the people of Ukraine

2 New Community Festivals Hosted on Alamo Square Park Grounds

PIKES PEAK PRIDE & FIESTAS PATRIAS

CSPM partners with Downtown Ventures to launch the Cultural Corridor banner project to recognize historic leaders who have shaped our community

79 Volunteers contributing

4,377 Service hours to the CSPM

84,169 VISITORS

20% Increase in Visitation

Dance Partners to celebrate a Day of Dance Family Fun Day

9

52 attendees tackle bar trivia-style questions and local history challenges during the CSPM’s first Trivia Night

Supported the development of Race the Opera—a new opera about Kelley Dolphus Stroud

73 School field trips

7,878 ate lunch during Food Truck Tuesdays

45 Artifact donations

$441,768 Raised to Support the CSPM

Announcement of a major, transformative HVAC renovation project

CSPM Staff Awards & Board Appointments

24 New CSPM Avenue banners installed

2 Brand new museum signs on Tejon and Nevada

30 FT. of stationary shelving replaced to double the Starsmore Center for Local History storage capacity
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